Abstract. We show how Arens regularity of a w.c.c. Banach algebra A with a bounded approximate identity is connected with the algebra of double multipliers on .4.
1. Introduction. Let A be a semisimple w.c.c. Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity. Let F be an element of the second conjugate space A** such that F is a left identity for (A**, ° ') and a right identity for (^4**, °), where » ' and » denote the two Arens products on A**. Let M(A) be the algebra of double multipliers on A. We show that A is Arens regular if and only if S**(E) = T** (E) for all (S, T) G M(A). 2 . Preliminaries. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then A* and A** will denote the first and second conjugate spaces of A and it the canonical map of A into A**. For any subset S in A, l(S) and r(S) will denote, respectively, the left and right annihilators of S in A. By an ideal we shall always mean a two-sided ideal unless otherwise specified.
For any a G A, let La and Ra be, respectively, the left and right multiplication operators determined by a. Let R** be the radical of (A **, ° ) and R** the radical of (^**, ° ').
We observe that ir(x) ° G = «<*) ° ' G and G ° ir(x) = G ° ' ir(x) for all x G A and G G A** [4] . Although the following lemma can be easily deduced from the results in [8] stated for right multipliers, for the sake of completeness we sketch its proof.
Lemma 3.1 Let A be a Banach algebra with a bounded left approximate identity. Let E be a left identity in (A**, ° '). Then the following statements hold. (ii) For each F G A** such that F ° 'ir(A) G ir(A), there exists S G M,(A) and G ElNa such that F = S**(E) + G.
Proof, (i) If in the argument in [7, p. 810] we replace the product * by the product ° ' and T by S G M,(A) and make the obvious corresponding changes, we will obtain
It is easy to see that the mapping S -» Fs is linear and one-to-one. It is also
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use continuous since ||FS|| = ||S**(F)|| < ||5**|| ||F|| = ||5|| ||F||. Let Sx, S2 G M ¡(A) and/ G A *. Then using (1), we have (F5> o 'Fs0(/) = Fsif*>Fs) = FsiSf(f)) = s2**(F)(s*(/)) -sr(sr(E))(f) = (SxS2)**(E)(f) = Fs'Hf).
Therefore SXS2 -> Fs< ° 'FSK Let x G A,f G .4* and S G M/.4). Then, using (1) again, we have
( that F = S**(E) + Q. Hence F ° ' E = S**(E) ° ' F + Q ° ' F = S**(F) ° ' F = S**(E). As F o ' F = F, we get F = S**(F). Hence A/' = {G ° ' F: G G ,4**}. To see that M' is a left ideal of (A**, ° '), let F G ,4** and let Sx G A/,04) be such that F = 5f*(F) + G, G G A^. Then, for every S G M,(/l), we have F ° ' 5**(F) = S**(E) ° ' 5**(F). Since S** is a left multiplier on (A**, ° ') we obtain S**(E) o ' S**(E) = S**(E ° ' S**(E)) = S\**(S**(E)) = S**S**(F) = (SXS)**(E) G A/'. Proof. Let F be an element of A** which is both a left identity for (A**, ° ') and a right identity for (^4**, °). Let [ea: a G ñ} be a bounded approximate identity in A. We may assume that >v*-limair(ea) = F. Let F G R**. Since R** is an ideal of (A**, ° '), we have that for all x G A, ir(x) ° ' F G R** and therefore, by Theorem 3.2,
Hence 7r(x) ° F = 0 for ail x G A ; in particular Tr(ea) ° F = 0 for ail a G il. Therefore, by the left w*-continuity of the product ° , we obtain that E ° F = 0.
Hence F G R**. Similarly we can show that if F G R** then F G R**. Therefore R** = R** Proof. Let F = S**(E). Then, by Lemma 3.1, we have S**(tr(x)) = F ° tt-(x) for all x G A. Since so that the two Arens products agree on M. As they clearly agree on R** and as A** = R** ® M, it follows that they agree on A**. Therefore A is Arens regular. (iii) (A**, » ') is semisimple.
Proof. If A is Arens regular then, by [9, Corollary 6.2, p. 12], A** is semisimple in each of the Arens products. By Corollary 3.3, R** = R** so that (A**, ° ) is semisimple if and only if (.4**, ° ') is semisimple. If R** = R2* = (0) then S**(E) = T**(E) for all (S, T) E M(A). Therefore, by Theorem 4.2, A is Arens regular.
It follows from the results above that if G is an infinite compact abelian group then the group algebra L'(G) is not Arens regular. In fact A = LX(G) is a w.c.c. semisimple Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity [10] . From [3, Theorem 5.5, p. 136] and Corollary 3.3 we obtain that R** = R** ¥* (0). Hence, by Corollary 4.3, A is not Arens regular.
